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a so-called - “marqueé”

United States Patent Office 2,843,655
Patented July 15, 1958 

1-

2,843,655
SUBSCRIPTION TELEVISIONWITH SCRAMBLED
TRANSMISSION AND.MARQUEE AND BARKER

Robert E. Gottfried, West ‘Los Angeles, Allen D. Hoff-
’ mann, Los Angeles, and Louis N. Ridenour, Laguna

Beach, ‘Calif., assignors to International Télemeter

eo Los “Angeles, ° Calif., a corporation ofelaware

Application December 3, i951, Serial No. 259,636.
41 Claims. -(Cl. 178—$.1)

The present invetition relates to improvements in sub-
“scription ‘transmissions andin particular to subscription
television such as for example’tosystems of this character
usingscrambled televisionsignals,such systems beingren-
‘déred operative, upon the ‘user or subscriber “at the ‘re-

‘ceiving station acknowledging a.coin demand which is
also conveyed to the: receiving ‘station from ‘the transmit-
ting station..

10

16

20

In general, the system described herein constitutes an —
improvement in the system ‘described and claimed in co-
pending application of Robert E. Gottfried et al.; Serial
No. 225,651, filed May 10, 1951, -now . Patent No,
2;769,026, “issued ‘Octéber 30, 1956, and- assigned to the
present assignée, in that- the present system ‘incorporates
means for apprising the user or subscriber, prior to coin
acknowledgment, as to the’program which is availableto
him, ‘upon ‘acknowledging the coin demand, such infor-
mation being conveyed to him both visually andorally,
i. é.,in the formof a “marquee” and “barker.”

The ‘term “marquee”asused herein is intendedto- con-
note information‘present in visual form for apprising the
user ‘or. subscriber as to the program which he may. see

upon acknowledging” ‘a coin demand. By thus provid-
ing a “marquee,” conditionsakin to “going” to a‘motion
picture theatre are established, in that a theatre goer,
before paying his money at the ticket counter is sub-
jected to the information appearing on the theatre mar-quee.”

The ‘term “barker” as ‘used herein-has reference to
audible signals available to the user or subscriber for
-apprising suchuser as to the program ‘beingtransmitted.

The “barker” and “marquee” are thus intended to
‘convey generally the same ‘information, but oneis accom-
plished orally and theother visually respectively.

It is therefore an object of ‘the present invention to
provide an improved ‘system of this character in which
a “marquee” and/or “barker” is provided. __

Another object of the present invention is to provide
‘an improved system of this character for accomplishing
the results indicated above in an arrangementwhich is

compatible, with present Federal Communications Com-mission standards.

Anéther object of the present invention isto provide
‘an improved systemof this character which, prior to
coin acknowledgment bythe user or‘subscriber, apprises
‘such ‘user or subscriber’ both visually and orally as to the
‘program beingtransmitted,i. e., fheuser is provided with

and is Subjected to a “barker.”
While ‘the‘present arrangement shows the use of both

a “marquee” and a “barker,” it is noted that both néed
- not be present for accomplishing the general ‘pirpose,
but it is desired to have ‘both present. In otherwords,
the systeny may be operated with the“barker”alone, with
‘the “marquee” alone; or, as is preférréd herein, with’ boththe “barker” -and the “marquee. ml

The features of the present invention which ‘are be-
lieved to be novel are set forth with particularity in the

appended claims. This invention itself,oeasty its

25
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organization and manner ‘ofoperation, together with ‘fur-
“ther objects and advantages thereof, may be best under-
stood by reference to the following description taken: in
connection with the accompanying drawings “in Which:

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram ‘of ‘apparatiis:at One
of ‘the plurality of transmitting Stations and embodies

“features of the present invention, the apparatus: being ‘a
part of the frequency modulation: system for modulating
the sound carrier both with the program audio-and three
tone signals. :

Figure 2 is a schematic representation of some of the
apparatusat the receiving station whichis’ sensitive to the
frequency modulation components on the sound carrier
transmitted by the apparatus shown in Figure 1.

Figure 3 is a view in side elevation of a portion of
the photoelectrically operated apparatus shown schemati-
cally in Figure 1, used for purposes of effecting tone mod-
ulation in accordance with perforationsiin an endlesstape.

Figure 4 is a sectional view taken generally.on the: line
4—4 of Figure 3.Figure 5 is a view taken as indicated by the line 55
in Figure 3 and serves to show three perforated: aper-
tures used in developing three corresponding tone sig-nals.

Figure.-6 is-a plan view of a portion of the endless tape
shown in Figure 3, and the section of the tape ‘illustrated

includes allperforations for ‘producing one cycle of Op-eration,

Figure 7 is a front elevational view of a coin integrator
and comparator used at the receiving station in ¢oopera-
tion with the coin sorter and coin counter.

Figure 8 ‘is a sectional view taken substantially along
the line 8—8 of Figure 7. —

Figure 9 is a vertical sectional view taken substantially
alongthe line 9—9 of Figure 7.

Figure 10 is a fragmentary elevational view ‘taken as
indicated at 10—10 in Figure 9.

Figure 11 is a fragmentary rear elevational view ofthe
‘apparatus shown in Figure 7, Figure 11 beingtaken. in

40
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the direction indicated by the line 11—11 in-Figure 9.
Figures 12-16, both inclusive, serveto illustrate cer-

tain amplitude changes which the detected sound ‘signals
undergo in relationship to their frequenciesat the points
A, B, C, D and E, respectively, in Figure: 2.

Figure 17 shows in more simplified form: the.relay
switching arrangement shown in Figure 2.

Figures 18 and 19, respectively, show in enlarged form
the manner in which the coin demand arm and thecoin
actuated arm shown in Figures 2 and 17 coact with
common stationary contacts for achieving a coincident
condition. ;

Figure 20 is a sidé view of a coin collecting, sorting
and counting mechanism for operating the coin pay
switches in Figures 2 and 17.

Figure 21 is a rear elevational view ofthe coin ’sort-

ing mechanism taken. as indicated by the: line 21—21 in
Figure 20.

Figure 22 is a fragmentary sectional ‘view taken sub-
. stantially along the line 22—22 of Figure‘ 21.

80-

85

70

Figure 23 is a fragmentary sectional view‘taken sub-
stantially along the line 23—23 of Figure 21.

Figure 24 is a cross sectional view taken substantially :along the line 24—24 of Figure.21.
Figure 25 is.a schematic representation of other-pulse

distribution apparatus in a modified system wherein the
operator is not provided with a visual indication of the
coinage demanded, but yet may catse unscrambling | of
the picture by operating a normally pen switch 506shown therein.

Figure 26 is a schematic representation of a second
modification of the pulse distributing apparatus, and ‘al-
though ve apparatus incorporates the structure ‘shown in.
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Figures 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 as modified in subsequent
figures for producing a visual indication of the coin de-
mand, such coin demand may-be acknowledged to pro-
duce an unscrambled picture by the user operating a
switch.

Figures 27 and 28 show a modified stepping mecha-
nism embodying generally the functional features of the
prototype apparatus shown in Figures 7-1 1, inclusive, but
includes means whereby the user may obtain a visual in-
dication of the coinage demanded.

Figure 29 shows a recording tape with certain informa-
tion recorded thereon in accordance with f, pulses caused
by the so-called f, apertures in Figure 6,

Figure 30 is a schematic representation of the record-
ing mechanism including the recording tape, recording
head and tape driving motor, all of which are controlled
by the arrangements shownin the previousfigures.

Figure 31 is a view in elevation of the coin demand
stepping mechanism as viewed generally in the direction
indicated by the lines 31—31 in Figure 27.

Figure 32 represents in graphical form operating char-
acteristics of the video transmitting means shown in Fig-
ure 1.

Figure 33 shows in more detailed form,circuitry in the
marqueeillustrated in Figure 2.

Figures 34, 35, 36, 37, 38 and 39 illustrate wave shapes
present in the system illustrated in Figure 2 in relation-
ship to the marqueeillustrated in Figure 33.

Figure 40 illustrates a modified arrangement wherein
a “coin acknowledgment” may be made without the sub-
scriber or user performing any positive act, i. e., by
merely allowing time to elapse.

Figure 41 illustrates a modified arrangement.
With reference to Figure 1, the frequency modulated

transmitter 10 serves to radiate into space, by means of
antenna 11, frequency modulated signals, the components
of which comprise first the “barker” audio signals de-
veloped, for example, in microphone, or, for example,
phonograph pickup 12, and second theseries of tone fre-
quencies f;, f, and f; developed respectively by the tone
modulators 13, 14 and 15, and, third, the program audio
or sound signals developed in microphone 12A and ap-
plied to the amplitude modulator stage 12B wherein a
carrier of 45 kilocycles generated in stage 12E is ampli-
tude modulated by the audio signals. The modulated
waves are applied to the control grid of tube 29. The
frequency of the tones f;, f2 and f, are shown herein
respectively as being 17.9 kilocycles, 20 kilocycles and
22, kilocycles, which are frequencies well above the fre-
quencies in the audible range developed in the sound *
modulator stage 16, which includes the microphone or
pickup 12. Although we prefer that these three tone
frequencies lie above the audible band for practical
reasons, concepts of the present invention may be prac-
ticed when such frequencies f;, fs, fz, or any one of them
is a sub-audible frequency.

The modulator stages 13, 14 and 15 each includes con-
tinuously oscillating networks which include respectively
pairs of tubes i3A, 13B, 14A, 14B, 15A, 15B, the fre-
quency of oscillation in each of such networks 43, 14, 15
being determined by the frequency of the associated
crystal 13C, 14C, 15C. While one specific type of super-
sonic oscillation network is shown in Figure 1, the present
invention is not critical in that regard, for it is well
understood that other types than the one shown may be
used for these purposes. Oscillations developed in net-
works13, 14 and 15 are transferred respectively through
condensers 13D, 14D and 15D to the control grids of
tubes 13E, 14E and i5E, respectively. The cathodes of
these tubes 13H, 14E, 15E are returned to ground through
parallel connected resistances 18 and 19 as well as by
series circuit which includes the serially connected re-
sistances 20 and 21. :

While the oscillation networks 13, 14 and 15 continu-
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4
ously oscillate, their voltage output is not normally trans-
ferred to the cathode load resistances 18, 19, since in such
normal condition the control grids of tubes 13E, 14E and
15E are biased by means described presently to cut off
the flow of space current through such tubes. Such bias-
ing means includes corresponding normally heavy con-
ducting tubes 13T, 14T and 15T which have their anodes,
normally at a relatively low potential, connected to the
control grid of tubes 13E, 14E, and 15E, respectively,
throughseries circuits comprising, respectively: resistances
13S and 13G;resistances 14S and 14G; and resistances
15S and 15G. The anodes of tubes 13T, 14T and 15T
are connected to a positive terminal of corresponding
anode voltage sources 13M, 14M and 15M through corre-
sponding voltage dropping resistances 13R, 14R and 15R.
The cathodes of tubes 13T, 14T and 15T are connected
to the ungrounded negative terminal of voltage sources
13N, 14N and 15N,respectively. The control grids of
tubes 13E, 14E and 15E are returned to ground, respec-
tively, through the following series circuits: resistances
13G, 13Q and source 13F; resistances 14G, 14Q and
source 14F; and resistances 15G, 15Q and source 15F.
It is observed that the tubes 13E, 14E and 15Eare con-
nected essentially as gated cathode followers and have
their anodes connected directly to the positive terminal
of voltage sources 13L, 14L, and 15L, respectively.

The tubes 13T, 14T and 15T are coupled to phototubes
13J, 143 and 15], respectively. All these photocells are
connected in identical manner, and a detailed description
of the connection of phototube 13J suffices to describe
the other connections. The phototube 13] is connected in
a series circuit with resistance 13X and voltage sources
13Y and 13Z. The anode of the phototube 13J is con-
nected to the control grid of tube 13T, and the junction
point of sources 13Y and 13Z is connected to the cathode
of tube 13T,so that upon illumination of the tube 13] the
control grid of tube 13T is driven negatively with respect
to its cathode, to thereby cut off or appreciably reduce
the flow of current through tube 13T, with the result
that the potential at the anode of tube 13T increases to
such an extent that the connected control grid of tube 13E
rises sufficiently to become conductive and to thereby
allow oscillations developed at the oscillator stage 13
to appear across the cathode output resistance 18.

These tubes 13E, 14H, 15E are rendered conducting
either when the associated phototubes 13], 143, 15J are
energized by the corresponding light sources 13K, 14K
and 15K,or, in the alternative, when either one of the
corresponding normally open test switches 13H, 14H
or 15H is closed. Normally these phototubes 13J, 14],
15] are not illuminated because of the opaque endless tape
23 which, however, is suitably apertured as indicated in
Figure 3 to allow alternate illumination of such photo-
tubes. It is noted that only one of the phototubes 13J,
14J, 153 is thus illuminated at any one particular time.
Effectively, the normally nonconducting tubes 13E, 146,
15E are gated on in timed sequence with movement of
the tape 23, to thereby allow super-audible signals of fre-
quencies f,, fo and f, to alternately appear on the output
lead 24.

It is observed that the adjustable resistances 13P, 14P
and 15P in corresponding modulator stages 13, 14 and
15 are used to adjust the level of the corresponding
signals f,, f, and fs appearing on the lead 24. These
signals appearing’on lead 24 are transferred through the
transient suppressing network 25 which includes theseries
condenser 26 and shunt connected resistance 27. The
lead 24 is thus connected through serially connected
resistance 20 and condenser 26, and through the adjusi-
able tap on the potentiometer resistance 28 to the control
erid of the cathode follower tube 29, on the grid of which
is also applied the audio signals developed by the micro-
phone or pickup 12. The current or voltage variations
developed by such transducer 12 are applied to the con-
trol grid of the amplifying stage 30, The amplified out-
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‘put appearing on the anode of tube 30 is transferred
throligh a conveitioal 75-microsécdnd emphasis circuit
31for purposes of émphasizing the high frequencies in
‘accordancé with well established frequency modulating
transinission techniques. The output of this network 31
i§ transférred to the control grid of the cathode follower
‘tube 33, the cathode load resistance 34 of which is in
‘shuntwith the primary winding 35 of the transformer
36. The secondary winding of transfoimer 36 is con-
mectéd to opposite outside terminals of potentiometer
resistance 28, so that the movable tap on the resistance
28 may be adjusted to correspondingly adjust the output
level of audio’signal applied to the control grid of tube
29. The resulting mixed audio and tone signals appear-
ing on the cathode of tube29 are appliéd to the frequency
modulationtransmitter 10 and appear as frequency modu-
latéd components on the wave transmitted from antenna
11.

The particular mechanical tape driving means and asso-
ciated lamp housing useful in generating the aforemen-
tioned tonesignals f,, f, and f, are now described in re-
lationship to Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 although it will be
appreciated that the preSent invention is not critical as
to théspecific type of apparatus shown in such figures
for accomplishing the aforementioned purposes, although
the particular means described in these figures is the one
préferred,

The endless perforated tape 23 in Figure 3 passes over
idler wheels 38, 39, 40 and 41 and over the driving
sprocket 42, so that the tape travels in the direction indi-
cated by the arrow 44 in the spacé adjacent lamp hous-
ings 45, 46 and 47, which contain respectively the lamps
13K, 14K and 15K (Figure 1). Corresponding photo-
tubés 13J, 14] and 153 are disposed below the endless
tape. in alignnient with apertures 13W, 14W and 15W
in the stationary plate 48. Thus the aperture 13W is
used in producing frequency fs, the aperture 14W is used
in producing the frequency f;, and thé aperture 15W is
used in producing the frequency fs, such frequencies be-
ing obtained when a corresponding perforation 13V, 14V
or 1SV, respectively, is in alignment withsuch apertures.
Mechanically, the tapé 23 and apertured plate 48 are so
fabricated that only oneof the apertures 13W, 14W, 15W
may be uncovered at any one particular time, andwhile
such apertures are shown in staggered relationship in
Figure 5, such staggered relationship is not necessary
and they may actually be placed in line so long as the
apertures in the tape 23 are aligned so that only one of
the apertured portions is uncoveredat any one particular
time.

Thus it is evident from the above description that the
‘transniittér‘shownin ‘Figuiré 1 serves to radiate into
space a frequency modulated wave, the modulation com-
ponents df which include a barker sound developed by
transducér 12 program sound developed in microphone
412A and the tone signals of frequencies fi, fy and fg,
which tone frequencies alternately appear as components
in the radiated wave. The receiver shown in Figure 2
serves to demodulate the modulation components of the
aforementioned frequency modulated wave to reproduce
the sound components as well as to performcertain
control Operations in accordance with the signals of fre-
quencies fj, fy and fy.

Besides transmitting the aforementioned frequéncy
modulated wave, the station also sends out a scrambled
video signal which includes “marquee” information by
means of the video antenna 59. Thus the transmission
from antennas 11 and 50 contain all of the information

required: for recreation ofthe program. televised, :Pro-
vided. of course that.means are presentat the receiving

_station indicated: in, Figure 2 for unscrambling the. re-
- ceived video ‘signals.

So far as certain aspects of the present invention are
concerned, the scrambling. means at the transmitter and
the unscrambling1meansat the receiver. may take. differ-
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6
ent forms, different systems of which are shown in the
prior art, but the one preferred is the oné shown and
‘claimed in the copendingap5lication of Allen D- Hoff-
mannet al., for Prepaid Enttrtainment Distribution Sys-
tem, Serial ‘No. 224,622; fildd May 4, 1951, now Patent
No, 2,764,025 issued October 30, 1956, and assignéd ‘to
the same assignee as the present invention.

Provisions are present at the transmitting station for
sending.marquee information and this in general includes
means whereby thefirst fivé or tenlines of every. field or
first ten or twenty lines of every frame is devoted to
marquee information. For this purpose there are pro-
vided two iconoscopes; namely¢a program iconoscopé 12G
for purposes ofdeveloping program video and a marquee
iconoscope 12H for developing marquee Video: Both
iconoscdpes 12G and 12H are fed with- vertical synch

pulses developed. in the Vertical synch generator <a and
appearing as 12K (Figure 32).

This synch pulsé 12K is a master pulsé and récurs at
the repetition rate of 60 per second. Such pulsé 12K
precedesof course the video information which is trans-
mitted in 262% lines but,-in accordance withthe pres-
ent invention, the first ten linés of such 26244lines are
devoted to marquee information. For this purpose the
vertical synch pulse 12K developed in the generator 12]
is applied, after considerable delay, to appropriately
timed electronic switches 12M and 12N, through which
the video developed respectively by the iconoscopes 12H
and 12G are required to pass before being applied to the
mixer stage 12P.

More specifically, synch pulses developed in generator
42] are applied to a so-called “A” phantastron 12R and
a socalled “B” phantastron 12S which impose a desired
amount of relay and when the delayed triggers from
stages 12S and 12R are applied to a flipflop multivibrator
12T, the output of such multivibrator 12T is applied on
the one hand to the electronic switch 12M and on the
other hand to the electronic switch 12N, so as to pro-
duce the result indicated in Figure 32,

In general, the time interval “IT” in Figure 32 is. de-
termined by the delay imposed by phantastron A, and
the delayed pulse from phantastron A “fires” the multi-
vibrator stage 12T. The “B” phantastron 12S imposes
a much larger delay to the trigger’ and the output of
such “B” phantastron 12S cuts off current conduction in
the multivibrator stage to thereby define the trailing edge
of the multivibrator pulse.

‘Thus, in scanning, the output of the marquee icono-
scope 12H is applied exclusively to the mixer stage 12P
for the first ten lines and the video output of the icono-
scope 12G is applied exclusively for the remaining 25244
lines to the mixer 12P, The marquee video and pro-
gram video thus applied to the video transmitter 12Q
is scrambled by the video scrambling means 12X upon
closure of switch 12Y.

Briefly, as explained in detail elsewhere, this marquee
video information appearing in the first ten lines is re-
produced at the receiver by first shifting or delaying the
comparable ten lines at the receiver so that they appear
at the center of the cathode ray tube and by blanking
the remaining lines.

The receiver shown in Figure 2 includes the conven-
tional antenna 51 coupledto the conventional channel
tuner 52. The receiver shownis of the so-called dual-I. F.

type using the superheterodyne principle, and the sound
frequencies of intermediate frequencies are impressed on
the “Sound I. F. and Discriminator” stage 53, while the
signals of video appearing at a different intermediate fre-
quency are applied to the “Video I. F. Amplifier” 54,
The output of the I. F. amplifier 54 and second: detector
56 is applied: both to a stationary contact of the single
pole double throw relay switch M3 and. to the self-keyed
unscrambler 57. The output of the unscrambling means
57 is applied to a stationary contact of switch 55 which
has its movable contact connected to a stationary con-
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tact of switch M3. Normally, the relay switch 55 is in
the position shown in Figure 2, and in such case a mar-
quee picture appears on the viewing surface of the cath-
ode ray picture tube 60, since the output of the un-
scrambling means is applied to the input of the marquee
stage 12Z and the output of the marquee stage is applied,
in such case, through switch 55 and switch M3 (when
a monitor tone provided by the f,, fg and fs tone signals
are present indicating a “paid” program) to the video
amplifier 59. ‘The video amplifier 59 thus supplies mar-
quee video to the CRT60. It is clear that a “free” un-
scrambled picture may be reproduced since in such case
the output of stage 56 is applied through switch M3 to
the video amplifier 59 and CRT60. The video relay
winding 58 is energized only when certain conditions
are realized,i. e., upon a coin acknowledgment, such con-
ditions being described in detail hereinafter, but when
such conditions occurs, the unscrambling means 57 is
connected directly to the video amplifier and the marquee
stage 12Z is disconnected to cause a clear picture of
the program to appear on the viewing surface of the tube
60. The means whereby the winding 58 may be ener-
gized is now described in detail.

The aforementioned frequency modulated wave, after
being detected in the stage 53, is applied to the control
grid of tube 61 through the isolating resistance 62 and
bandpassfilter 63 and resistance 64, for purposes of sep-
arating the tone signals of frequencies f;, fg and fz. Also,
for purposes of reproducing the barker sound components
developed by the transducer 12 (Figure 1), the output of
the stage 53 is applied to the speaker 66 after passing
through the switch 58A and low pass filter and audio am-
plifier stage 67.

It is noted that the relay switch 58A is normally in its
position shown in Figure 2 wherein the barker soundis
available. However, upon energization of the coin ac-
knowledgmentor video solenoid 58A, a bandpass amplifier
12K and AM detector 12L are serially connected between
the discriminator 53 and the audio amplifier 67, so as to
provide program sound on the speaker 66. The amplifier
12K passes signals having a mean frequency of 45 kilo-
cycles whereby the said carrier of 45 kilocycles is applied
to the detector stage L2ZL. The program sound on such
said carrier is thus obtained after demodulation of stage
12L and applied to the audio amplifier 67 and audio
speaker 66.

It is noted that the three tone signals have frequencies
which lie relatively close to each other, namely, 17.9, 20
and 22 kilocycles respectively. The means described
presently for separating these tone signals at the receiver
from each other, and from the sound, incorporates im-
portant features of the present invention, and briefly com-
prises the high bandpass filter 63, a so-called jaguar-
toothed amplifier, including tube 6i and serially con-
nected high Q (quality factor) tuned circuits 68, 69 and
70, as well as the pickoff stage 71 and the tuned circuits
72,73.

The bandpass filter 63 includes the series condenser
63A and shunt connected condenser 63B and resistance
63C, and while other high bandpass circuits may be pro-
vided for this general purpose of decreasing the amplitude
of the sound audio appearing on the contro] grid of tube
61, the simple one shown herein is preferred for this pur-
pose, As a result of this circuit 63, the frequency char-
acteristics of the waves appearing on the grid of tube 61
have the general appearance shown in Figure 12. Feol-
lowing the signal through, the tuned circuits 68, 69, 70
cause the signal appearing at the anode of tube 61 to have
the frequency characteristic shown in Figure 13. The
tube 71 is sensitive to the peaks of the voltage appearing
on the anode of tube 61, and hence the signal.appearing
at the grid of tube 71 is modified as indicated in Figure 14.
It is observed that the tuned circuits 72, 73 are coupled to
the anode of tube 71 and thus have a selective effect on
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the signals in the manner shown in Figures 15 and 16,
where the frequency characteristic of the signal in Figures
15 and 16 represent the condition at points D and E.

For accomplishing the results indicated generally in
Figures 12-16, the tubes 61 and 7i are coupled and en-
ergized as described in detail presently.

The tube 61 is preferably a triode, and for purposes of
increasing the effective plate resistance of the sameits
cathode is returned to ground through the resistance 80,
and its anode is connectedto thepositive terminal of volt-
age source €i through the serially connected tuned circuits
68, 69, 70 and decoupling resistance 82, the circuits 68,
69 and 70 being parallel tuned, respectively, to frequen-
cies f,, fe and fs. The anode of tube 61 is coupled
through condenser 84 to the control grid of tube 71, such
control grid being returned to the negative ungrounded
terminal of voltage source 86 through resistance 85. The
cathode of tube 71 is grounded, and the voltage of source
86 is relatively small, in the order of 344 volts, for pur-
poses of maintaining tube 71 normally, in its quiescent
state, non-conducting and of obtaining grid limiting of the
incoming signal. The anode of tube 71 is connected to
the positive terminal of source 81 through the coupling re-
sistance 88. The signal developed on the anode of tube
71 is coupled, by means of condenser 89, to three sep-
arate circuits, namely, the tuned circuit 72, the tuned cir-
cuit 73, and the voltage dividing circuit 90. These circuits
72, 73 and 90 are connected in shunt with each other and
have one of their terminals connected to the ungrounded
negative terminal of voltage source 92, which serves as a
bias voltage for the control grids of tubes 95 and 96,
which are coupled respectively to the tuned circuits 72
and 73. Resistance 97 is serially connected to the tuned
circuit 73, and likewise resistance 98 is serially connected
with the tuned circuit 72. The voltage dividing circuit
99 comprises serially connected resistances 90A and 90B,
the junction point of which is connected to the control
erid of the monitoring tube 100.

This circuitry thus far described, including filter 63,
tubes 61, 71 and tuned circuits 72, 73, causes a trans-
formation of the character shown in Figures 12, 13, 14
and 15. While the filter circuit 63 serves as a pre-filter, a
greater portion of the frequency selectivity is obtained
using the so-called jaguar-tooth type of amplifier which
includes the serially connected circuits 68, 69, 70 and also
by the use of tuned circuits 72, 73. While the amplifier
tube 61 serves to impart a frequency characteristic of the
type shown in Figure 13, i. e., produces a discrimination
as to frequency, the following stage 71 introduces discrim-
ination as to amplitude by selecting or picking off the
the upper portions of the voltage waves at the anode of
tube 61.

Another feature of the tube 71 is that it serves essen-

tially as an amplitude limiter because of limiting action
of its contro] grid, i. e., grid-cathode conduction occurs
after the signals appearing on the anode of tube 61 reach
a predetermined threshold value, and it is this threshold
value which is maintained substantially constant by limit-
ing on the control grid of tube 71. The signals appearing
on the anode of tube 71 are further filtered, using the
tuned circuits 72, 73, which are tuned respectively to fre-
quencies fz and f;. Thus, tone signals of frequency f, are
applied to the control grid of record tube 96; tone signals
of frequency f, are applied to the control grid of coin de-
mand tube 95; and tone signals of frequencies f,, f, and
fs are applied to the control grid of so-called monitoring
tube 100.

It is by the use of the tone signals of frequencies f,, fo
and fs, which are applied alternately and in sequence.
that the control apparatus shown to the right in Figure
2 is actuated in the following described manner, to cause
production of the program video and energization of the
recording head 57A, to cause recording, in coded form,
of the day, hour andstation.

5 a,
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Pulse distributionunit actuated by
tonesignals f,, fz. andfy

In general; the purpose of ihe pulse distribution ovystesti
shown in Figure 2 is to utilize thesignals of frequencies
of fi; fg and fz so that the following functions are per-
formed: (1) Stepping the coin demand solenoid actuated
mechanism to a position dictated by the price of a par-
ticular program, whereby the usermay pay or. acknowl-
edge the demanded price and thus cause the production of
a program picture and interruption of the marquee pic-
ture; (2) recording the program after coincidence has
occurred,i- e., after the user has paid or acknowledged the
demanded price.

Briefly, the tone signals of frequency f, cause opera-
tion of a stepping mechanism a number of times in ac-
cordance with the number of openings 13¥V in the tape 23
at the transmitter. Each oneof the openings 13V repre-
sents five cents, so that the series ofnine openings repre-
sents a program having a value of forty-five cents. In
other words, the coin demand solenoid 110 is actuated
nine times in response to the nine apertures 13V in the
tape 23, to cause the switch arm 110A to be moved over
a corresponding number of stationary. contacts having
numerals 1, 2; 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8; 9, 10 and 11 in Figure 18.
By this expedient, a visual representation may be made
of the amount required in order to produce the program
video. In such case, the visual indication would beforty-
five cents, and upon inserting the required coins in the
coin operated mechanism of the character shown herein ,
in Figures 20-24 and in the copending application of
Lorenzo Del Riccio, Serial-No. 189,262, filed October 9,
1950; now PatentNo. 2,769,024, issued October 30, 1956,
and assigned to the same assignee as the present invention,
the coin pay solenoids 111, 112 are actuated to step the
switch arm 113 to a position where it corresponds with
the position of the switch arm 110A, and in such case
there is what is termed herein as a coincident condition.
In. order to allow a person to operate the apparatus not
having the required change, i. e., in this instance forty-
five. cents, but afifty-cent piece, ‘an arcuate contact arm
110B is mounted on the end of arm 110A to. allow the
coincident condition to be realized even though the arms
110A, 113 themselves are not rotated the same angular
distance bytheir respective stepping mechanisms. When
this. coincident condition is achieved, the video solenoid
58 is automatically energized to remove the marquee pic-
ture and to cause an unscrambled program picture, and
the recording head 57Ais likewise energized and.a record-
ing is automatically made.

The manner in which these aforementioned results are
obtained is now described in relationship.to the specific ap-
paratus for accomplishing the same. The signals of fre-
quencies f,, fo and f,, in the form of coded pulses, ate
available continuously throughout any one program.
They occur alternately, that is, no two ever are present
simultariedusly. It is noted that the signal of frequency
f, contains the record information, and that the signal
of frequency f. contains the coin demand information,
while the torie signal f; is for monitoring purposes,i. c.,
for filling in purposes, so. that the apparatus receives sig-
nals even though there is no jf, or fe signal present.

A feature of the system is that it is able to operate cor-
rectly even though the user tunes in his receiver at any
time during motion of the endless tape 23 at the trans-
mitting station.

Another subsidiary feature is that after a complete
‘eycle, that is, after the recording has taken place, the
‘system lock itself out so that it does not respondto further
‘incoming information.

Initially, when the system is turned onor the particular
‘station is tuned in, thyratron tube 100 is fired since tone
-signals of frequencies f,, f2 and fg are applied to such
‘tube, and it will remain fired as long as the receiver is
‘tuned to a paid program.

Initially, the system is as shown in’ its deenergized
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condition. For matter of convenience, the windings | of
the relayshavecertain reference letters,while ae switcheswhich7areactuatedwhenthecorrespondingrelay winding

paid program, relay M is energized andthus makes direct
current voltage available through its switch M1to. other
parts of the system. The plateload relay W oftube96
is then supplied with direct current voltage through
switch X7 and switch Z5. Under this condition’ thereis
no voltage applied to either of the plate loads connected
to tube 95, /
- Thus, the system “sees” nothing until the first fr pulse
fires the thyratron tube 96. When this occurs relay W
is energized and a D. C.voltage is applied through switch
W4to relay Z. Relay Z remains energized throughits
switch Z4, which is normally open and cooperates with
switch Z5 in such a mannerthat the switch 74 is closed
beforeswitch Z5 is opened. Thus, whenrelay Z isener-
gized switch Z5 interrupts the current to relay W. This,
of course, happens very rapidly andrelay W is energized
just momentarily.

With relay Z thus energized thereis now available an
alternating current voltage through switch Z3 which is

5 applied to a plate load, i. e., the coin demand solenoid
110in the plate circuit of tube 95.

Furtheriincoming pulses of frequency f; have no efféct,
and the system is nowset up to respond to pulsesof fre-
quency fo.
Pulses of frequency f, aré now received and fire tube

95, which in turn causes operation of the coin demand
solenoida number of times corresponding to the number
of pulses transmitted from the transmitting station, i. e.,
thé number of openings13V in thé tape23.

As the coin demand solenoid 110 is operated, the
coin demand cam 125 is likewise rotated in a step by
step manner to cause actuation of switch” A, sO as to
removeone of the grounds on the hold coil Z. The
hold coilZ still remains energized, However, through a
ground connection provided by switch W6. "The switch
D islikewise under this condition actuated so as to apply.
a D.-C. voltage to the relay W through switch X7. Thus,
once again tube 96 is in a.firable condition. Afterthe

fe cycle, the first f, pulse to arrive fires tube 96, therebyenergizing relay W, which in turn removes the only other
ground provided for relay Z, so that now the relay Z.
becomes deenergized. The system at this stage is in a
dormant condition and remains so until the condition

of coincidence is met, i. e., until the coin pay solenoid is

apparatus.
After the coin demand has been acknowledged by insert-

ingthe proper coinage or, as shown in succeeding figures,
byoperating a certain control, the next succeeding f, pulse
causesrelay W to be energized, and in such case the coin
pay sdlenoids have complete circuits through the switch
WS. When the “coin pay” arm 113 has been ratcheted
up fo a coincidence point, a D.-C. voltage is applied to
relay X, causing this relay to be energized.

When relay X is energized several new conditions are
achieved. First, the video solenoid 5%is energized so that
the programi video is now available for the viewer.
Second, there is introduced into the anodecircuit of tube
96 through switch X5a shunt. plate load which comprises
the recording head 57A. There is, however, no voltage
applied to these loads so tube $6 is not in condition for

firing; but there is a D.-C. voltagé applied to relay Y
which is the plate load of tube 85. This voltage is ap-
plied through switches XI and Z1,

Thus, the first fp pulse after coincidence fires tube 95.
This in turn causes energization of relay Y and causes
a D.-C. voltage to be applied through switch Y1 to
relay Z.

As stated before, relay Z acts as a hold coil through’
it own (make-before-break) switch Z4. Thus relay Z
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becomes energized and then opens switch Zi, so that the
D.-C. voltage theretofore applied to relay Y is removed.
This happens very rapidly and relay Y is energized just
momentarily.

The relay Z is energized causing an A.-C. voltage to be
applied to the plate loads, i. e., relay W and recording
head 57A through switches X2 and Z2 of relay Z, so that
tube 96 is in condition for firing. Also at this point tape
drive motcr 117 becomes energized through contacts
Zo and Xo.

Thenthe next /, pulse fires tube 96 to cause the particu-
lar information, in coded form, to be recorded on tape
driven by motor 117. Thefirst f; pulse which fires tube
96 also causes energization of relay W. At this stage the
hold coil of relay W is energized, since there is a D.-C.
voltage on the movable contact of switch W2.

Atthis stage all the contacts of relay W are maintained
at a hold condition. Thus a D.-C. voltage is once more
applied to relay Y through contacts WI, so that the relay
Z is grounded only through switch Y2.

Therefore, with the tube 95 in a firable condition, the
first f2 pulse, after the recording cycle, i. e., after the /;
pulses, fires tube $5 and causes energization of relay Y.

With relay Y energized the only other ground,i. e.,
through switch Y2 of relay Z, is removed and relay Z
thus becomes deenergized.

Thus at this time there is no voltage on the anodes
of tubes 96 and 95, so that the system is locked out,i. e.,
it will not respond to further incoming pulses, but of
course the tube 190 remains continuously conducting
because of the pulses f,, fe and fy.

At the end of the programat the transmitter, the coded
pulses are no longer transmitted, and when this happens
tube 100 becomes deionized and relay M becomes deen-
ergized.

With relay M deenergized, the release solenoid 118
is energized through switches M2 and A, so that all
mechanical components associated with the coin demand
and coin pay solenoids return to initial conditions. Also,
the D.-C. voltage is then removed from the system since
switch M1 is now open.

It is evident that the above result, i. ¢., returning of the
apparatus to normal condition, may be produced merely
by tuning the receiver to a different channel. Thus, with
the system cleared, it is ready to repeat the cycle when- -
ever again tuned to a paid program.

Coin collecting mechanism shown in Figures 20-24

Figures 20 through 24 illustrate the details of con-
struction of one form of coin collection mechanism which
may be used with the system of this invention. The coin
collection mechanism shown in these figures constitutes a
coin receiver and comprises a coin sorting means for
sorting coins according to denomination and conveying
those coins from the coin receiving slot to a coin box °
where they are stored until collected by an authorized
agent of the operators of the system. In passing from
the coin slot to the coin receiver the segregated coins
cause electrical signals to be produced, which signals are
representative of the denominations of the coins and are
used to energize the coincidence mentioned in connection
with Figure 2 and in Figure 17.

The coin sorting mechanism which is indicated gener-
ally by the reference character 250 in Figure 20 is secured
within a suitable housing 251 in a position to communi-
cate with a coin box 252 mounted in the lower part of
the housing 251 in such a way as to be readily removable
therefrom. The coin sorter 250 defines at its upper end a
coin receiving aperture 253 or coin slot which communi-
cates with a similarly shaped opening 254 fermed in the
upper surface of the housing 25i. The coin slot 253 is
dimensioned to freely receive all coins up to and including
fifty cent coins and communicates with a series of coin
channels which pass downwardly through the mechanism
and into the coin box 252. The coin sorter 250 com-
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prises two sets of coin channels, the uppermost set being
defined by upper and lower cover plates 255 and 256 held
in parallel spaced relation to each other by three triangu-
lar spacer plates 257, 258 and 259 disposed between
the plates 255 and 256. The plates 257—259 have a
thickness slightly exceeding the thickness of a fifty cent
coin and are disposed in mutually spaced relation to define
a coin channel leading from the coin slot 253 to a dis-
charge opening 260 positioned to allow coins emerging
therefrom to drop into the coin box 252.

The coin channel defined between the cover plates 255
and 256 comprises two parts, the upper part extending
downwardly from the coin slot 253 and then in inclined
fashicn downwardly and to the right as viewed in Figure
21, being defined between an upper edge surface 261 of
the plate 257 and a lower edge surface 262 of the upper
plate 258. At the extreme right hand side of the mecha-
nism as viewed in Figure 21, the coin channel abruptly
reverses direction and inclines downwardly and to theleft
to the discharge aperture 260, this portion of the channel
being defined between a lower edge surface 263 of the
plate 257 and an upper edge surface 264 of the plate 259.

Twenty-five and fifty cent coins dropped in the coin slot
253 traverse the entire length of the upper coin channel
just described, first rolling along the edge surface 261
until the right hand end of that surface (indicated at 265
in Figure 21) is reached. The coins then fall vertically
to the lower edge surface 264 and pass along the lower
pass of the channel to be discharged through the dis-
charge opening 260.

An electric switch 266 suitably supported upon the
plate 256 is so actuated by the passage of the twenty-
five cent and fifty cent coins along the upper coin chan-
nel as to produce one electrical impulse for the twenty-
five cent coin and two electrical impulses for fifty cent
coins. The switch 266 is of the rotary snap action type
utilizing an actuating spindle 267 and a snap action
mechanism of such character that a very small angular
displacement of the spindle 267 will actuate the contacts.
Switches of this character are commercially available,
being manufactured and sold by the Microswitch Cor-
poration of Chicago.

An upper actuating arm 268 is secured to the spindle
267 and is pivotally secured at its upper end to a hori-
zontally extending drag link 269. Conveniently, the arm
268 and drag link 269 are formed of small diameter rod
or wire and the pivotal connection of the adjacent ends
of these members may be conveniently formed by inter-
engaged eyes formed on the ends of the members as in-
dicated at 276. The right hand of the drag link 269 is
bent upwardly in hairpin fashion as represented at 271
in Figure 20, and is passed through a suitable elongated
slot 272 formed in the plates 255, 258 and 256.

The dimensions and position of the slot 272 are so se-
elected as to dispose the hairpin portion 271 a distance
above the coin channel edge surface 261 sufficiently to
allow a twenty-five cent coin to pass freely beneath the
hairpin portion 271, but sufficiently close to the edge 261
of the coin channel as to be engaged byafifty cent coin
passing along the channel. The slot 272 is angularly dis-
posed relative to the edge 261 of the coin channel so that
when the hairpin portion 271 is engaged by a fifty cent
coin, the drag link 269 will be moved to the right to ro-
tate the spindle 267 a distance sufficient to actuate the
switch 266. After having moved such a sufficient dis-
tance, the hairpin portion 271 becomes spaced from the
coin channel edge 261 a distance sufficient to allow the
fifty cent coin to pass beneath the hairpin portion 271
and continue its travel along the coin channel.

A lower switch arm 273 is secured to the spindle 267
and is extended upwardly through an arcuate slot 274
formed in the plates 255 and 256 and intersecting the
lower pass of the coin channel, the portion of the switch
arm 273 which extends across the coin channel being
identified by the reference character 275 in Figure 20.
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The portion 275. of the switch arm 273 is normally so
positioned in the lower pass of ‘the coin channel as to be
engaged bycoins ofeither twenty-five or fifty cent de-
nominations. These coins move the switch arm 273 to
the left a distance sufficient to actuate the switch 266
andallow the coins to move past the coin engaging por-
tion 275 and enierge from the discharge opening 260.

~ Tt will be seen that the deposit of a twenty-five cent
coin in the coin slot 253 catises the switch 266 to be ac-
tuated once, duéto the fact that the twenty-five cent coin
passes the upper coin engaging portion 271 without en-
gaging the same, the switch being operated only upon
engagement with the lower switch actuator 275. A fifty
cent coin, on the other hand, causes two successive ac-
tuationsof the switch 266 resulting first from engagement
with the coin engaging portions ‘271 and thereafter by
engagement with the coin engaging portion 275. Using
as a unit of monetarymeasurementa value of five cents,
it will be seen thatthe switch 266 ‘operates to indicate
that a twenty-five cent coin contains one group of five
unit valuations, and similarly operates to indicate that-a
fifty cent coin contains two such groups of five unit valua-‘tions.

A second set of coin channels disposed behind and
below the. upper coin channel is defined by cover plates
276 and 277 whichare‘heldin a suitable spaced relation
to each other by spacer members indicated generally in
Figure 20 at. 278. One of these channels extends up-
wardly from a discharge opening. 279 to a position di-
rectly behind the lower pass of the upper coin chan-

_nel, atwhich point thecoin channel is enlarged as by in-
terconnecting members 28@ and 281 to form a transition
section connecting the coin channel with a rectangular

aperttire 282 formed within the lower cover plate 256 of
‘the upper coin channel positioned to communicate with
the lower pass of the upperchannel.

As is indicated by the dimension line bearing the
legend “5 cents,” the vertical dimension of the rectangu-
‘lar aperture 252 is made substantially equal to,butslight-
ly exceeding, the diameter of a five cent coin so that a

‘five cent coin rolling along the lower edge 264 of the
coin channel may fall through the aperture 282. The
vertical dimension of the aperture 282 is made less than
thediameter of a twenty-five cent coin so that only five
cent coins may fall through the aperture 282. :

Five cént coins passing through. the aperture 282 are
thus segregated from the twenty-five andfifty cent*coins
and.are caused to pass into the coin box 252'through the
discharge opening 279 instead of the discharge opening
260 from which the twenty--five cent and fifty cent coins

emerge.
-A second rotary snap action switch 283 suitably se-

cured to the plate 256 is arranged'to be actuatedby the
five cent coins. The switch 283 may be ‘identical with
‘the switch 266 above described, and may include a spindle
284 to which is attached a switch arm 285 extending
downwardly and to the left ‘from the switch 283 as
viewéd in Figure 21. At the lower end of the arm 285
‘there. is attached an auxiliary arm 286 pivotally joined
in any suitable fashion to the lower end-of the arm 285
and having an upwardly turned coin engaging portion
287 extending through avertical slot 288 in the lower
portion of the coin channel communicating with the
discharge opening 279.

Afive cent coin passing through the aperture 282
‘and along the five cent coin channel engages the switch
arm‘portion 287 to move the same downwardly along
fhe’ slot 288. This results in a counterclockwise rota-

“tion of the spindle 284 and actuates the switch 283, The
“side” edges of the coin channel leading to the discharge
opening 279 are terminated‘short of the lower end of
that channel as is indicated at 289 and 290 in Figures
21 and 22. This allows a five cent coin to escape

through the gap between the switch arm portion 287
“andthe lower end 290 of the side edge of the channel
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when the switch arm portion 287 has been moved a dis-
‘tance Sufficient to actuate“the ‘switch 283. '

‘A similar mechanism employing a suitably, sized -aper-
ture 291 communicating withthe upper pass of the upper
‘coin channel is used to segregate the ten cent coins and
convey those coins to a. coin channel 292 defined ’be-
tween theplates 276and 277. ° The channel 292 passes
downwardly ‘from the ‘aperture 291 and curves to ‘the
‘left to connect with the five cent coin channel at a
poiiit above the switch arm portion 287. An arcuate
slot 293 communicating ‘with the channel 292 -receives
an upwardly turned portion 294 of the switch arm 285
so that 4 tencent ‘coin passing downwardly along ‘the
channel 292 moves ‘the switch’ arm 285 and spindle 284
jn a counterclockwise direction.. When the arm 285
has been moved ‘adistance sufficient to. cause actuation
of the switch 284, the ten ‘cent coin is allowedto escape
through the space between ‘the coin engaging portion 294
arid the upper terminal edge 295 of the coin channel 292.
After passing that terminal. ‘edge, the ‘ten cent coin en-
-gages the switch arm portion 287 to cause a second and
subsequent operation of ‘the switch283, the coin finally
escaping ‘through thegap. between the switch arm por-
tion 287 and the lower edge 289 of the coin channel. -

It is thus seen that the ‘ten cent coins are also segre-
gated from ‘the twenty-five cent and fifty cent coins
and are caused to operate the’switch 283 twice by reason
of thé successive engagement of the coin with the switch
‘actuators 294 and 287. The switch 283 thus functions
upon the deposit of a five cent coin and the resulting
‘single actuation of the switchto indicate that a five cent
coin contains ‘one “unit “of ‘monetary value, and also
servestoindicate as a result of the two operations thereof
caused by the deposit ofa ten cent coin, that such ten
cent coin ‘contains two units of monetary value.

The way in ‘which the indications given as described
by the switches 266 and 283 are used to integrate and
indicate the total monetary value of all coins deposited
is explained-in detail in’ connection with the coin inte-
grator and coin interlock: mechanism illustrated in Fig-
ures 7 ‘through 11.

The coin sorting device 250 includes also a mechanism
“for rejecting one cent coins. This mechanism comprises
a rectangular aperture '296 sized to pass one cent coins
but - to exclude ‘five cent coins and communicating with
a coin channel 297 defined’ between the plates 276 and
277. The coin channel 297 extends downwardly and
to the ‘right ‘as° viewed. in ‘Figure 21 and communicates
with -a discharge - opening -298 which is aligned with a
‘suitably shaped opening‘inthe outer housing 251. Thus
“one cent coins deposited inthe coin slot 253 pass along
the upper coin channel 261 until they reach the aper-
‘ture 296. By reason of ‘the sizing of the aperture 296,
the one cent coins fall through that aperture and into
the ‘coin channel 297:by which they are led to the dis-

charge aperture298 andreturned to the person depositing
such‘coins.

Coin demand and coin-ipay mechanism shown in
Figures 7-11

"The: coin integrating mechanism which is operated by
the coin switches 266 and 283 is illustrated in Figures
7: through 11.

As is best-seen in Figures 8 and 9, the apparatus com-
prises a pair of spaced side plates 310 and 311 held in
parallel spaced ‘relation to each other by a transverse
base plate 312 and a plurality of transversely extend-

_ing spacer members such as are shown at 313. A trans-
versely extending. indicating shaft 314 is suitably jour-
naledfor rotation in the side plates 310 and 311. One
end of-the shaft 314 protrudes beyond the face of the
side plate 310 and has secured thereto as by means of
a pin 315 an indicating disk 316 uponwhichindicia 317
(Figure 10) are ‘inscribed‘at. suitable angular intervals
in a ‘circumferentially extending progression located near
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the peripheral edge of the disk. The indicia 317 are
representative of the integrated monetary value of coins
deposited in the coin slot 253.

The entire mechanism is enclosed within a suitable -
housing 318 formed for example of sheet metal. The
front face of the housing 318 is provided with a viewing
aperture or window 319 disposed in a position to allow
the indicia 317 to be viewed one at a time through the
window 319. By rotating the shaft 314 to a position
representative of the total value of coins deposited, that
monetary value is indicated by the positioning of the
appropriate indicia 317 behind the window 319.

Mechanism is provided for rotating the shaft 314 to
an angular position representative of the total monetary
value of coins deposited. This mechanism includes a
pair of solenoids 111 and 112 secured in an upright
position by any suitable means to the base plate 312.
Each solenoid includes a plunger 322 which is urged up-
wardly by means of a compression spring (not shown)
disposed within the bore of the solenoid coil below the
lower end of the plunger 322. The upper position of
each of the plungers is defined as by means of stop screws
323 adjusted to provide a stroke of predetermined length
for each of the solenoids 111 and 112.

The plunger of the solenoid 112 is connected by means
of a drag link 324 to the outer end of an oscillatable arm
325 which is journalled upon the shaft 314 for oscillat-
ing movementrelative thereto by means of a hub portion
326 surrounding the shaft 314 and freely rotatable there-
on. An actuating arm 327 extends outwardly from the
hub 326 at a location diametrically opposite the oscil-
latable arm 325. To the outer end of the actuating arm
327 there is pivotally mounted an arcuate pawl member
328 which is normally urged upwardly by means of a ten-
sion spring 329 connected between the arm 325 and an
arcuately extending tail piece portion 330 of the pawl
328. The pawl 328 includes a pawl tooth 331, adapted
to operatively engage the teeth of a ratchet wheel 332.

The ratchet wheel 332 is secured as by meansof axial-
ly extending pins 333 to a hub member 334 whichis in
turn made fast to the shaft 314 as by a cross pin 335,
With this construction an angular movementof the oscil-
latable arm 325 in a counterclockwise direction as viewed
in Figure 7 through an angle equal to the angular spacing
of the teeth of the ratchet wheel 332 will result in impart-
ing a corresponding angular rotation to the shaft 314.
The angular spacing of the indicia 317 is selected to cor-
respond with the angular spacing of the teeth of the
ratchet wheel, so that by so moving the shaft 314, one of
the indicia 317 may be moved out of the window 319 and
replaced by the next higher indicia.

The arm 325is spring-urged to its normal position as
by means of a tension spring 336 and clockwise movement
of the arm 325 under the influence of the spring 336 is
permitted by reason of the pivotal mounting of the pawl
328. During such clockwise movement of the arm 325
the ratchet wheel 332 is held stationary by means of a de-
tent 337 mounted upon the upper end of the plunger 338
of a release magnet 339.

The solenoid 112 is connected in circuit with the coin
switch shown at 266 in Figure 17, so that the solenoid
112 will be energized once for each five cent coin de-
posited. The length of stroke of the solenoid 112 is ad-
justed to cause a unit angular movement of the ratchet
wheel 322 in response to each energization of the sole-
noid 112.

The plunger of the solenoid 111 is also connected to
the oscillatable arm 325, a drag link 340 being employed
for this purpose. The drag link 340 is pivotally con-
nected to the oscillatable arm 325 at a point intermediate 7
the ends thereof. The length of stroke of the solenoid
111 and the location of the pivotal attachment of the drag
link 340 to the oscillatable arm 325 are so chosen as to
cause a single stroke of the solenoid 320 to result in the
moving of the ratchet wheel 332 through five: of its unit
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angular displacements represented by the spacing of the
ratchet teeth. .

The solenoid 111 is connected in circuit with the sec-
ond coin switch 283 which is shown in Figure 17. This
switch is operated once by the deposit of a twenty-five
cent coin and twice by the deposit of a fifty cent coin.
Since the solenoid 111 operates to move the ratchet
wheel 332 through five of its unit angular displacements
it will be seen that the deposit of a twenty-five cent coin
moves the ratchet wheel 332 throughfive notches, where-
as, the deposit of a fifty cent coin will cause the ratchet
wheel 332 to be moved ten spaces.

Tt will be seen that the structure thus far described co-

operates with the coin separating mechanism described
in such a way as to indicate at the viewing aperture 319
the total monetary value of all coins deposited in the coin
slot 253.

The clearing magnet 339 corresponds to the release
magnet 339 shown in Figure 17. By reference to Figure
7 it will be seen that energization of the clearing magnet
339 will move the plunger 338 thereon downwardly so as
to disengage the detent 337 from the ratchet wheel 332.
At the same time, the operating pawl 328 is moved down-
wardly to disengage the tooth 331 from the ratchet 332,
this operation being obtained by passing the pawl tail
piece 330 through a suitable aperture formed in the de-
tent 337 as is best shown in Figure 9.

Tt will be seen that energization of the clearing magnet
339 releases the ratchet wheel 332 so as to render the

same free to be rotated to an initial position indicating
zero at the viewing aperture 319. Such resetting rotation
of the ratchet wheel 332 is obtained by meansofa spiral
spring 342 of the clock spring type which is mounted with-
in a suitable housing 343 secured as by the pin 333 to the
hub member 334. One end of the spring 343 is secured
to the housing 342 and the other end of the springis se-
cured as by meansof a pin 344toafixed contact plate 345
held in parallel spaced relation to the side plates 310 and
311 by the spacer members 313 hereinbefore mentioned.

The clock spring 342 operates upon release of the pawl
328 and detent 337 to move the shaft 314 in a counter-

clockwise direction to its initial position, in which posi-
tion the figure “zero” is presented at the viewing aper-
ture 319.

The coin interlock 91 comprises a pair of movable
contacts, one of which is movable to a position repre-
sentative of the price of the program, and the other of

-Which is movable to a position representative of the
monetary value of the coins deposited. Operation of the
unscrambler is permitted when both contacts occupy

In the apparatus shown in Figures 7
through 11, the contact which is movable to a position
representative of the monetary value of the coins de-
posited is shown at 113 and comprises a spring contact

? arm secured to a driving disk 351 which is in turn secured
to the hub 334 by the aforementioned pins 333. The
spring contact 113 is thus caused to move with the shaft
314, and is therefore caused to assume an angular posi-
tion representative of the total amount of money indicated
by the coin integrating and indicating apparatus.

During its angular movement the contact 113 traverses
a series of fixed contact points 352 mounted upon the con-
tact support 345 and extending completely through that
support so as to present exposed surfaces on both faces
of the support. The contacts 352 are angularly spaced
in accordance with the angular spacing with the teeth of
the ratchet wheel 332 so that the contact 113 is caused to
move from onefixed contact 352 to the next adjacent con-
tact for each five cents of monetary value registered by
the coin integrating mechanism.

The contact which is movable to a position representa-
tive of the price of the program is indicated at 110A, and
comprises a spring arm which is substantially identical
to the contact arm 113. The spring contact 353 is se-
cured to a driving disk 354 which is in turn secured as
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by means of a plurality of longitudinally extending pins
355 to a sleeve member 356 which is mounted upon the
shaft 314 for free rotation relative thereto. The pin
355 serves to secure also to the sleeve 356 a ratchet wheel
357 whichis identical to the ratchet wheel 332 previously
described. The ratchet wheel 332 is arranged to be
rotated by the energization of a solenoid 110.

The solenoid 110 is connected to drive the ratchet
wheel 357 through a mechanism whichis similar in all ma-
terial respect to the mechanism used for driving the ratchet
wheel 332, such mechanism including a draglink 359,
oscillatable arm 360, pawl 361, and holding detent 362
arranged to be actuated by a clearing magnet 363. The
teeth of the ratchet wheel 357 are given the same angu-
lar spacing as is employed on the ratchet wheel 332,
and the stroke of the solenoid 110 is arranged to cause
the ratchet wheel 357 to be advanced one tooth for each

energization of the magnet110.
The solenoid 110 comprises the price demand solenoid

described with reference to Figure 17, in which de-
scription it was pointed out that the price demand solenoid
110 was energized by signals transmitted from the trans-
mitting station once for each five cent unit of value of
the price of the program being transmitted. The pulsing
of the demand solenoid 110 thus causes the arm 110A to
be moved into engagement with that one of the con-
tact buttons 352 which is representative of the established
price of the program. When the corresponding amount
of moneyis deposited in the coin slot 253, the other switch
arm 113 is moved to an identical angular position to
engage the opposite face of the same contact button car-
ried by the contact support 345. The coincidence in
angular position of the switch arms 113 and 110A thus
completes an electric circuit.

Jn order that energization of the clearing magnet 363
may cause the return of the switch arm 353to its initial
position a clock spring mechanism 364 is employed which
is similar in all material respect to the clock spring mecha-
nism 342 used for returning the switch arm 113. -

While in the apparatus heretofore described the coin
demand acknowledgement is accomplished by the user
inserting the demandedcoinage ina coin slot, the acknowl-
edgement may be made in the modified arrangements
in Figures 25 and°26 by the user causing a switch to be
closed. In such modifications a recording is of course
made from which information may be obtained for as-
sessing the subscriber the amount ofthe acknowledged
program. In the modified arrangement shown in Figure
25, the video solenoid 58, recording head 57A and
tape driving motor 117 is of the character previously de-
scribed,

The apparatus in Figure 25 is responsive to the fi, fg
and f, pulses as previously described, such pulses being
applied as heretofore to the control grids of the thyratron
tubes 95, 96 and 100, as indicated. It is observed that
in the quiescentstate, i. e., in the absence of any /, fo and
fg pulses, there is no current flow from either theA.-C.
source 520 or from the D.-C, source 521, However,
upon the appearance of either an f,, fo or fs pulse, the
thyratron tube 100 is fired to. cause a flow of current
through the solenoidwinding 504 and across the indicator
lamp 522, such current flowing from the A.-C. source

- 520 and thus serving, by. means of the lamp 522, to
provide a visual indication to the operator that a paid
program is being transmitted, althrough he may belike-
wise appraised of that fact since at this time there is

a marquee picture on the picture tube and he hears“barker” sound. :

- Such winding 504 and lamp 522 remain energized dur-
ing the negativehalf of the cycle of the voltage supplied
from source 520, due to the action of the momentary

holding circuit which comprises a serially connected con-
denser 524 and resistance 525. This is true even though
there is a time interval between the occurrence of suc-

cessive pulses applied to: the control grid of tube 100.
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‘Ina study’ of the circuit shown in Figure’25° itshould

be borne in mindthat the different relay windings have
a unique reference numeral, and the switches operated
upon energization of such windings havethé same unique
reference numeral but with a characteristic letter’ ‘ap-

pended thereto. Thus, for example, when winding504
is energized, switch 504A is actuated, Whenswitch 504A
is. actuated, a direct current voltage appears on the con-
trol lead 527, thus conditioning the control for operation
by: the user who has convenient access to’ the normally
open spring biased switch 506 which may be ofthe type
usually used in doorbell ringing installations. “Upon
momentary closing of switch 506 the relay winding503
is energized to thereby cause actuation of the normally
open switches 503A, 503B: and 503C. The switch'503C
is in parallel with switch ‘506. and: thus serves as’a seal-
ing or hold switch for the winding 503. “At substantially
the same time the video solenoid 58 is energized through
switch 503B so that an. unscrambled’ picture appears
on the picture tube. Also, at substantially the same
time, a direct current voltage is supplied through switch
503A to the anode of tube $5 and through relay winding
500,.so: that the tube 95 is conditionedfor firing by the
next succeeding f, pulse: :

Upon the occurrence of such next succeeding fo pulse,
an. energizing current flows through the relay winding
509 to therebyactuate the related normally openswitch
500A and normally closed switch 500B. This. actuation
of switch 500Bmerely results in opening a short circuit
across switch 501B, while closure ofswitch 500A results
in application of ‘D.-C. voltage to. the solenoid winding
502. which is caused thereby to actuatethe related nor-
mally openswitches 502A and 502B and normally closed
switch 502C. It is noted that the switches 502B, 502C
provide a make-before-break combination in that switch
502B makes or closes a circuitbefore switch 502C breaks
or opens a circuit. Closure of switch 502A results in
energization of the tape driving motor 117 and the ap-
plication of A.-C.voltage to the anode-of tube96through
a parallel circuit, comprising in one arm thereof the
recording head 57A and voltage dropping resistance 57R,
and including in’the second’arm thereof therelay winding
501. ‘ The tube 96.is thus in conditionfor firing by the

next succeeding f pulse appearing on the control grid oftube 96.
The resulting flow of current through the recording

head 57A causes a recording to: be made; however, it
should: benoted that upon energization of the rélay 501,
the related normally open switches 501A and S501C are
closed, while the normally closed switch 501B is en-
ergized., Closing of switch 501A results in energization
of the hold coil 501H with direct current, such. hold coil
501H being magnetically associated with the winding 501
to maintain the related switches in actuated position’Te-
gardléss of whether or not the main winding 501-is en-
ergized. However, opening of switch 501B causésthe
winding 502 to be deenergized, and substantially simul-
taneously therewith closure of switch 501C results inap-
plication of adirect current voltage to the anode of tube
95 through relay winding 500, thereby conditioning tube
95 for firing by the next succeeding fg pulse, while atthis
stage the tube 96 is prevented from being fired because

of the switch 502A which assumes its normal open pat
tion upon deenergization of winding 502.

‘Under these conditions, once the tube 95is fired, ‘it
remains conducting even in the absence of fo pulses, 80
that the circuit is locked out, i. e!, non-résponsive to
further incomingf;‘or fz pulses (except of course’such fy
and fy pulses. are. responsible for maintaining current flow
through the monitoring -relay 504). Upon.cessation. of
the pulses, occasioned as for example bystoppage or re-
moval of the tape 23 (Figure 6) at the transmitting
station, or upon tuning the receiver (using the manual
tuning knob shown in Figure 2), the relay winding504
is deenergized, thereby allowing switch 504A to- open
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‘and causing the control system to be restored to its
initial condition. Assuming that such cessation were
caused by. tuning the receiver for reception from one
station to a second broadcast station, and assuming fur-
-ther that the second station was broadcasting a paid
program, f;, fe and fz pulses would of course appear in
such case on the control grid of tube 100 to cause the
indicating lamp 522 to be illuminated. If the user de-
sired an unscrambled picture from such second station,
it would be necessary for him only to close the switch
506 to cause repetition of the above mentioned cycle of
events.

The modified arrangement shown in Figure 26 con-
stitutes relatively slight modifications of the control
shown in Figures 2 and 17, and serves to allow acknowl-
edgement of a coin demand without the necessity of the
user using coins for that particular purpose. One feature
of the apparatus is that it provides the user with a visual
indication of the coin demand when, as more fully de-
scribed herein, the apparatus shown in Figures 7-11 (as
modified by the arrangement shown in Figures 27-28
herein) is utilized. Briefly, the circuit shown in Figures 2
and 17 is modified in the following respects; switch W5
is not utilized and is omitted; also, the coin switches
266, 283 and associated coin pay solenoids 111, 112 are
not used and are omitted; also, the coin actuated arm 113
is not energized; also, relay X is not energized through
the coin demand arm 110A but has one of its terminals
connected directly to an ungrounded terminal of the D.-C.
voltage source; further, the coin pay relay solenoid 363
is omitted. However, instead of returning one terminal
of the relay X directly to ground, as shown in Figure 17,
it is returned to ground through a manually operated
switch 530 located in a convenient position for operation
by the user. Such manually operated switch 530 is
normally open and is shunted by an additional normally
open relay switch X8. By this expedient the user, first
observing the coin demand obtainable from the apparatus
shown in Figures 27 and 28, may acknowledge such coin
demand by merely closing the switch 530. Upon closure
of such switch 530 the control circuit is set into operation
to cause clearing of the picture appearing theretofore as a
scrambled picture on the picture tube, and further pro-
ducing a recording to provide information useful in later
assessing him for the program acknowledged. ~~

Referring to Figure 26, initially the system is as
shown in its: deenergized condition. For matter of con-
venience corresponding windings in Figures 17 and 26
and related switches have the same reference characters.
In Figure 26, when the receiver is turned on to a paid
program, relay M is energized and thus makes D.-C.volt-
age available through its switchM1 to other parts of the
system. The plate load relay W of tube 96 is then sup-
plied with D.-C. voltage through switch X7 and switch
Z3. Under this condition there is no voltage applied to
either of the plate loads connected to tube 95.

Thus, the system “sees” nothing until the first f,; pulse
fires the thyratron tube 96. When this occurs relay W
is energized and_a D.-C, voltage is applied through switch
W4to relay Z. - Relay Z remains energized through its
switch Z4, which is normally open and cooperates with
switch ZS in such a manner that the switch 74 is closed
before switch Z5 is opened. Thus, when relay Z is en-
ergized switch Z5 interrupts the current to relay W. This,
of course, happens very rapidly and relay W is energized
just momentarily.

With relay Z thus energizedthere is now available an
alternating current voltage through switch Z3 which is
applied to a plate load, i. e., the coin demand solenoid110 in the plate circuit of tube 95.
- Furtheriincoming pulses of frequency /, have no effect,
and the system is now set up to respond to pulses of fre-quency fo.

Pulses of ee fe are now received and fire tube
95, which in turn causes operation of the coin demand
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solenoid a-number of times corresponding to the number
of pulses transmitted from the transmitting station, i. e.,
the numberof openings 13V in the tape 23.

As the coin demand solenoid 110 is operated, the coin
demand cam 115 is likewise rotated in a step by step
manner to cause actuation of switch A so as to remove
one of the grounds on the hold coil Z: The hold coil Z
still remains energized, however, through a ground con-
nection provided by switch W6. The switch D is like-
wise, under this condition, actuated so as to apply a D.-C.
voltage to the relay W through switch X7. Thus, once
again tube 96 is in a firable condition. After the f. cycle
the first f; pulse to arrive fires tube 96, thereby energiz-
ing relay W, which in turn removes the only other ground
provided for relay Z, so that now the relay Z becomes
deenergized. The system at this stage is in a dormant
condition and remains so until the condition of coinci-

dence is met, a coin demand having been made and being
visually displayed, as observable by the apparatus shown
in Figures 27 and 28. The control circuit remains unaf-
fected until the user, if he so desires, acknowledges such
coin demand by operating the normally open switch 530,
which is of the spring biased momentary closing type in
a conveniently accessible location.

After the coin demand has been acknowledged by op-
eration of switch 530, a continuous current flows from
the D.-C. voltage source through the relay winding, to
cause, among other things, the closure of the normally
open switch X8, such switch X8 being iin parallel with
switch 530 so that the winding X remains energized even
though the switch 530 is allowed to assume its normally
open position.

When relay X is thus energized several new conditions
are achieved. First, the video solenoid 58 is energized so
that the program is now intelligible for the viewer. Sec-
ond, there is introduced into the anode circuit of tube
96 through switch X5, a shunt plate load which com-
prises the recording head 57A. There is however novolt-
age applied to these loads so tube 96 is not in condition
for firing; but there is a D.-C. voltage applied to relay
YY, which is the plate load of tube 95. This voltage is
applied through switches X1 and Z1.

Thus, the first f; pulse after coincidence fires tube 95.
This in turn causes energization of relay Y and causes
a D.-C. voltage to be applied through switch Y1 torelay Z.

Asstated before, relay Z acts as a hold coil through its
own (make-before-break) switch Z4. Thus relay Z be-
comes energized and then opens switch Z1, so that the
D.-C. voltage theretofore applied to relay Y is removed.
This happens very rapidly and relay Y is energized just
momentarily.

The relay Z is energized causing an A.-C, voltage to
be applied to the plate loads, i. e., relay W and record-
ing head 57A through switches x2 and Z2 of relay Z,
so that tube 96 is in condition for firing. Also at this
pointtape drive motor 117 becomes energized through
contacts Z2 and X2.

Then the next f, pulse fires tube 96 to cause the par-
ticular information, in coded form, to be recorded on
tape driven by motor 117. The first /, pulse whichfires
tube 96 also causes energization of relay W. At this
stage the hold coil of relay W is energized, since there
is a D.-C. voltage on the movable contact of switch W2.

Atthis stage all the contacts of relay W are maintained
in a hold condition. Thus a D.-C. voltage is once more
applied to relay Y through contacts Wj, so that the relay
Z is grounded only through switch Y2.

Therefore, with the tube 95 in a firable condition, the
first f, pulse, after the recording cycle, i. e., after the hi
pulses, fires tube 95 and causes energization of relay Y.
' With relay Y energized, the only other ground,i. ¢.,
through switch Y2 of relay Y, is removed and relay Zz
thus becomes deenergized.
Thus at this time there is no voltage on ‘the anodes

of tubes 96, sothat the system is locked out, i. e., it will
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fot respond to furtherincoming pulses, but-of course the
tube 100 remains continuously conducting because of the
pulses f,, fz and fs, and tube 95 remains ina conductingor. “fired” condition.

. At the end of the program at the transmitter, the coded
pulses are no longer transmitted, and when this happens
tube 100 becomes deionized and relay M becomes de-
energized.

- With relay M deenergized, the release solenoid 118 is
‘energized through switches M2 and B, so that all me-

. chanical components associated with the coin demand
and coin pay solenoids return toinitial conditions. Also,
the D.-C, voltage is then removed from the system since
switch M1is now open.

. It is evident that the above result, i. e., returning of
the apparatus to normal condition, may be produced
merely by tuning the receiver to a different channel.
Thus, with the system cleared, it is ready to repeat the
eycle whenever again tuned to a paid program.

With respect to Figure 30, there is shown therein the
tape driving motor 117 energized in either one of the
three previously described control circuits, such motor
117 serving to drive a tape 535past a recording head 57A
for purposes of obtaining a recording representative of the
number, relative spacing and shape of the so-called f,
apparatus in Figure 6. The tape 535 may, for example,
beof the character described in the aforementioned ap-
plication Serial No. 189,262, for producing magnetic re-
cordings thereon of the character shown in Figure 29, It
will be observed that the. magnetic recordings. shown in
Figure 29 hatched or shaded bear a definite correlation
with the size, shape and spacing of the corresponding
apertures f, in Figure 6. The tape 535, after being sub-
jected to impulses impressed on the recording head 57.A,
is developed using in the developmentprocess iron powder
and mucilage of the gum arabic type, so that such re-
cordings appear in visual form. The tape 535 may be
passed through an electronic accounting machine for pur-
poses of obtaininga speedy record of the day, hour and
‘channel appertaining to the recorded or acknowledged
program. . ;

. The motor 117 is preferablyof the synchronous type so
that a constant speed recording is obtained, and likewise
the motoratthe transmittingstation is preferably a.syn-
chronous motor, such synchronous motor of course being
characterized ‘by its constant speed operating in timed
relationship with alternations of the supply. current or
voltage distributed from a public utility.

While Figure '1 shows the use of apertured tapes: and
associated photoelectric means for developing tone sig-
nals, the present invention is deemed notcritical as to such
atrangement, for the different tone signals occurring re-
currently and alternately may be developed. by other
means. Such other means may, for example, comprise
a Magnetic tape having the different tone signals f,, fo
and fy previously recorded thereon in predetermined
spaced relationship, so that when and as such tapetravels
past associated reproducing head or heads, tone signals
are developed and used as previously mentioned to fre-
quency modulate the transmitted wave.

. From the foregoing description, and description here-
inafter with respect to Figure 40, it is evident that the
coin demand established by the iincoming signals may be
acknowledged in different manners,i. e., by inserting the

"proper coinage or coinage above the demanded amount
in a coin slot, or, as shown in the modifications in Fig-
ures 25 and 26, a coin demand acknowledgement may be
made without the use of coins,i. e., by the user actuating
a switch, and in each instance the result is the same; and
in Figure 40 a “coin acknowledgement” may be made
without any positive action on the part of the subscriber
or user; i..€., by merely allowing time to elapse. ‘It is
therefore understood that the term “acknowledgement of
a coin demand”is not to berestricted, either in the speci-
fication: orin the appended claims, to the use of coin oper-
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ated. apparatus, since means are shown. herein for: caus-
ing such acknowledgement without the use of coin oper=
ated apparatus.

While the system heretofore described uses three tone
signals, i. ¢., tone signals of frequencies f,, fyand fg, it is
evident, from the teachings and apparatus disclosed ‘here-
in, that certain inventive concepts developed herein may
be practiced using only two tonesignals, i. ¢., one repre-
sentative of the coin demand and the other representative
of the day, hour and channel information. Further, it is
understood that the system may be operated using one
tone signal, provided such one tone signal, by its ampli-
tude, duration and/or spacing with respect to other tone
signals, is-used as a medium for conveying, information.
In other words, in such a system, the presence of a tone
signal itself constitutes information of the f; type, while
the relative amplitude, duration and/or spacing of such

tone signal correspond to information conveyed bythe
fo pulses.

A feature not to beoverlooked in the above described

systems is that acknowledgementis lost when the receiver
is tuned to receive signals from a different station, using
the so-called manual tuning knob for that purpose shown
in Figure 2, Upon tuning fromone channel to another
channel, the pulse distribution system is restored to its
initial normal condition, and this is true whether or not
(as in the case of the coin operated apparatus) the coin-
cident condition has been realized. By this expedient
acknowledgement made as to one program may not be
credited to a second program to which the receiver ‘is
subsequently tuned.

Another important feature of the arrangement shown
herein is that no coin demand is made unless the trans-
mitted signal is sufficiently good at the particular situsof
the receiver. In this respect, while it is noted that the
coin demand information is transmitted over the sound
channel, and the video information is transmitted over
the related video channel, itis realized that the sound and
video signals both undergo substantially the same attenu-
ation and are subjected to substantially the same-inter-
fering effects, so that in the event that the sound ‘signal
is below par, the video signal is likewise below par or in-
sufficiently good for reference purposes.

Figures 27, 28 and 311 serve to illustrate the.manner in
which the previously described comparator may bemodi-
fied to produce a visual indication both of the coin de-
mand and the amount paid. For that purpose, as shown

shaft 604 which carries the disc 612. The disc 612 has
indicia printed on the periphery thereof, such. indicia
being visible through the coin pay aperture 601 so that
the user is provided with a. visual indication of the
amount placed in the coin slot. Similarly; a disc 607 is
provided with indicia thereon visible through a coin de-
mand aperture 602 so that the user is provided with a
visual indication of the coins demanded. : The disc. 607

is ratcheted around to different. positions by the coin
demand solenoid 615 associated with the demand release
solenoid 620 functioning in the same manner as the pre-
viously described coin demand and release solenoids.
The disc 607 ismounted on the hollow shaft 608.through
which the rotatable shaft 604 passes. The rotatable hol-
low shaft 608 is suitably journaled for rotationand carries
with it the coin demand arm © 625 which is adapted to
contact the overage plate 626 secured to the coin pay
arm 627, -Such arm or disc 627 of course rotates with
the shaft 604 and when, as shown,:the arm 625 engages
the overage plate 626, a coincident condition is achieved.

The marquee represented at 12Z in Figure 2 is shown:
in detail-in Figure 33. In general, the purpose.of this
marquee 12Z is to render visibly only that information.
contained in thefirst ten or twenty lines of a. transmitted.
picture, the marquee functioning to. center such ten or
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twenty lines on the face-of the cathode ray tube at the
receiver and to blank out the remaining lines.

For this purpose, the marquee 12Z includes a delay
multivibrator stage 812 which has applied thereto vertical
synch pulses 813 from the vertical synch section, The
output of the delay multivibrator constitutes a pulse 814
which is returned to the vertical synch section. The gen-
eral purpose of the delay multivibrator 812 is to delay
the vertical synch pulses applied to the vertical deflecting
coil of the cathode ray tube in an amount equal in time
to the appearance of thefirst line of the picture to the
appearance of the middle line of the picture.

This delay is represented in Figures 34 and 35, the
pulses 813 being represented in Figure 34 and the output
pulses being represented at 814 in Figure 35. These
delay pulses 814 initiate vertical sweep currents of the
character illustrated at 818 in Figure 36. It is this saw-
tooth sweep current 818 which is applied to the vertical
deflection coil of the cathode ray tube.

The unscrambler 12% also includes a delay network
820, a one-shot multivibrator 821 for effecting opera-
tion of an electronic switch or gating circuit $22. Input
pulses 813 are delayed in the delay network 820 before
being applied to the one-shot multivibrator, the delay
being commensurate with the time “T” in Figure 32.
The one-shot multivibrator develops a gate which has
a time duration equally substantial to ten lines corre-
sponding to the ten lines indicated in Figure 32. The
output of the one-shot multivibrator stage 821 opens an
electronic switch 822 for the duration of such gate i. e.,
such ten lines whereby the output from the unscrambler
57 is applied to the switch 55 only during such ten lines.

Thus, while the composite signal, including video and
vertical synch pulses of the character illsutrated in Fig-
ure 37 at 825 are applied to the electronic switch 822,
the gate 826 (Figure 38) developed by the multivibrator
stage $21 and applied to the electronic switch 822 allows
passage of only portion of the video represented at 828
in Figure 39, i. e., the video corresponding to the first ten
or twenty lines.

Modified arrangement shown in Figure 4]

The arrangement shown in Figure 41 serves to allow a
subscriber or user, once he has made a coin acknowledg-
ment-of a particular paid program, to receive free or
paid programs on other channels, and thereafter to re-
tune his receiver back to receive the particular program
for which he has already paid, without making an addi-
tional coin acknowledgment.

For this purpose, paid programs, as well as free pro- *
grams, are received on antenna 2865. In addition, each
one of the stations sending out paid programs has a
unique tone signal. Thus, Chanel 2, sending out paid
programs, has a characteristic tone signal of 30 kilo-
cycles; Channel 3, sending out paid programs has a char-
acteristic tone signal of 35 kilocycles; and Channel 4,
sending out paid programs, has a characteristic tone sig-
nal of 40 kilocycles. Such characteristic tone signals of
30, 35, and 40 kilocycles comprises a frequency modu-
lation component on the sound carrier.

The sound carrier signals, thus normally received on
antenna 2865, are applied through a special filter net-
work 2800 to the input of the tuner 284%. This filter
2800 allows the transfer of sound carriers from the
antenna 2865 to the tuner 2841 in the different allocated

channels, but prevents the transfer of the associated video
carrier waves from the antenna 2865 to the tuner 2841.

The output of the tuner 2841, after amplification in
the I. F. amplifier stage 2896, is applied to the discrimi-
nator stage 2898. The discriminator stage 2898 has
associated therewith resonant relays 3092, 3003 and 3004,
resonant at 30 kilocycles, 35 kilocycles and 40 kilocycles
respectively, so as to correspond with Channels 2, 3 and 4.
Energization of relay 3002 results in closure of switches
3002A; similar energizationof relay 3003 results in clo-
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sure of switch 3003A; energization of relay winding
3004 results in closure of switch 3004A.

Assuming that the tuning knob 2860 is in the Channel 2
position, only winding 3002 is energized. At the same
time, the F,, F; and F; signals developed in the discrimi-
nator stage 2898 and applied to comparator stage 3007,
results in the establishment of a coin demand, as de-
scribed elsewhere herein in connection with Figure 2.

Upon acknowledgment of such coin demand, the co-
incidence relay winding 58 is energized to thereby actuate
the switches 2658A, 2058B, and 2058C. Thus, when the
tuner 2841 is tuned to Channel 2 and a coin acknowl-
edgment is made, the resonant relay winding 3012 is
energized to thereby cause closure of switches 3012A and
3012B, by means associated with the resonant coil 3012
as described beiow.

Closure of such switch 3012B results in application
of program video, program sound and Fy, F, and Fy;
signals to the lead 3020, through the series resonantcir-
cuit 2801 corresponding to Channel 2.

Closure of switch 3012A, which is in parallel with
switches 2058A and 3002A, serves to seal the winding
3012, to maintain the same energized so long as the 30
kilocycle signal, appearing as a frequency modulation
component, is being transmitted from the Channel 2
station, such 30 kilocycle signal being obtained after
demodulation in the demodulator stage 2805. Thus,
such 30 kilocycle signal is present on the lead 2806 so
long as the paid program is on; and such 30 kilocycle
signal is interrupted at the end of the paid program.

For the aforementioned purposes, one terminal of
winding 3012 is grounded and the other terminal is
connected through rectifier 3110 to the control grid of
the relay control tube 3111 which has its anode con-
nected to the positive terminal of a voltage source 3112
through relay winding 3012W. The cathode of tube
3111 is grounded and the control grid is returned to
ground through resistance 3113 and the negative voltage
source 3114 for purposes of developing the rectified volt-
age across resistance 3113 so as to increase the flow
of current through relay winding 3012W and-a cause
actuation of the associated switches 3012A and 3012B.

Other relay windings are associated in identical manner
respectively with the windings 3013 and 3014.

Likewise, the paid programs on Channel 3 and 4 may
be made available on lead 3020; and, as a matter of
fact, the program from each one of these channels may
be simultaneously present on the lead 3920 for selection
by the tuner 2841, depending upon the position of the
tuning knob 2860. It is evident, using these means, that
the subscriber may tune to Channel 2, receive a coin
demand, acknowledge such coin demand and then tune
to Channel 3 to acknowledge a coin demand set up
automatically and thereafter return to Channel 2 to re-
ceive the paid program for which he has already paid,
without making an additional coin acknowledgment;
and, of course, thereafter he may tune to Channel 3 to
receive the paid program for which he has paid without
making an additional coin acknowledgment.

Similarly, he may tune to Channel 4 and receive the
coin demand, acknowledge the coin demand, and there-
after return to Channels 2 or 3, for which he has already
paid, and receive the programs over such Channels 2
and 3 without making an additional coin acknowledg-
ment. This may continue with the subscriber tuning
back between Channels 2, 3 and 4 and receiving paid
programs on Channels 2, 3 and 4, so long, of course,
as Channels 2, 3 and 4 continue to transmit the charac-
teristic 30 kilocycle, 35 kilocycle and 40 kilocycle tone
signals.

Those channels, for example Channels 5 and 6, trans-
mitting free programs each transmit as a frequency modu-
lation component on the sound carrier, a tone signal of,
for example 75 kilocycles so that when the tuning. knob
2860 is tuned to-ecither one of such free channels, the
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fesonantrelay 2808 is energized to therebyeffect closure
ofswitch 2868A to connect the antenna 2865 to the
tuner 2841.

Thus, the subscriber may tune to Channels 5 and 6 to~
receive the free programs over such channels, without
of course making a coin acknowledgment, and if he
wishes, he may retune to Channels 2, 3 or 4 and receive
the paid programs for which he has already paid, with-
out effecting an additional coin. acknowledgment.
Jf desired, the relay switch 2808A may be replaced

by an additional normally closed relay associated with
relay M in Figure 2 since this relay is energized each
time a paid program is being received and is de-ener-
gized when a free program is being received.. In such
case the 75 kilocycle relay 2808 is unnecessary and the
sound carriers of free programs:need not be modulated
with a.75 kilocycle wave.

-In this system as described in Figure 41, the marquee
and barker are not provided, and the program sound
replaces the barker sound. ;
Thus, prior to coin acknowledgment of a paid pro-

gram to which the receiver is tuned, or upon reception
of a free program, the program sound of such paid or
free. program, as the case may be, is reproduced on
speaker S. The paid program sound which is heard,
prior to coin acknowledgment, serves the purpose of the
barker, Prior to ‘coin acknowledgment, no video is
available although switch M3, at such time, serves to
interconnect the self keyed unscrambling means 57 be-
tween the video second detector stage 56 and the video
amplifier. Upon coin acknowledgment, the video car-
rier is available on lead 3020 and is reproduced on the
cathode ray tube (C. R. T.). When thereceiver is tuned
to.a free program, the relay switch-M3 is in its normal
position shown in Figure 41. wherein it is effective to
connect the second detector stage 56 directly to the video
amplifier 59; at this time, the video carrier of the free
program is made. available to the tuner through switch
2808A. ye!

Modification shown in Figure 40 for acknowledgingcoin
: ‘ : demand :

-. The arrangement. shown in Figure 40. does not require
a: positive act onthe part of the subscriber or user to
effect a coin acknowledgment. For that reason the F
pulses need not be transmitted, only the F, and Fy pulses

_ being required. These two pulses may be in the form of
tonesignals if desired.
. The F, and F, pulses are detected as previously: de-
scribed and-applied respectively to amplifiers 4000, 4001,
the output of the amplifier 4000 being applied to the
recording head 4003, while the output of the resonant
amplifier 4001 after rectification in stage 4002 is applied
to: the relay winding 4003. Thus, the Fs- signals cause
energization of relay winding 4003 and operation of the
normally open switches 4003A, 4003B and 4003C.
Closure of switch 4003A results-in energizing the in-
dicator light 4006 from alternating voltage source 4007,
to indicate. that a paid program is being received. This
indication, if desired, may also be in the form of an
audible signal. ;
Closure of switch 4003C results in- energization ofthe

tape driving motor 4008 through the normally closed re-
lay switch 4009A, such motor 4008 serving to drive the
magnetic tape 4010 so that .at this time a recording is
madeof theinformation conveyed by the F, pulses, it
being remembered that the F, pulses.serve generally to
identifythe program beingreceived. ~ 8 Siete

‘Closure of switch 4003C results in application of volt-
age to a two minute time delay relay 4001, such relay
being serially connectedwith the: switch 4003C, voltage
source: 4010 and relay winding4004. The winding 4004
isenergized only howeverafter’a two minute time delay
effected bythe relay 4011..This two minute timedelay
is-imposed-to provide a two minute warning prior toener-
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gization of winding 4004. Energization of relay 4014
results in closure of the normally closed relay switches
4014A and 4014B. Closure of switch 4014A results in
energization of the warning bell 4015 through voltage
source 4017, Closure of switch 4014A results in applica-
tion of voltage from source 4018 to the thirty secondtime
delay relay 4012. After thirty seconds have elapsed, the
winding 4009 is energized to thereby open the switch
4009A and de-energize the tape driving motor 4008.

By this means, the subscriber mayeffect a coin acknowl-
edgment without any action on his part, such coin
acknowledgment being ascertained generally by the length
of tape which passes the recording head. In the event
that the subscriber does not wish to effect a coin acknowl-
edgment, he tunes his receiver from the channel being re-
ceived to another channelprior to the time the relay wind-
ing 4009 is energized. The indicating light 4006. thus
serves generally to indicate that a paid program is being
received while the audible signal means 4005 indicates
that a coin acknowledgment will automatically be made
in thirty seconds from the beginning of such audible
signal, unless the subscriber tunes his receiver to a dif-
ferent station.

In order to apprise the subscriber as to the character
of the paid program which is being transmitted, therelay
winding 4014 serves also to actuate the single pole double
throw switch 40554 which is connected in the audio
circuit in the same manner as switch 4058A to alternative-
ly produce barker sound prior to coin acknowledgment
and to provide program sound after coin acknowledg-
ment. Alternatively, this single pole double throw switch
4058A may be operated upon energization ofrelay wind-
ing 4009. , ‘5

As a further alternative, the relay winding 4009 serves
to operate the single pole double throw switch 4055 which
is connected in the video, marquee, and unscrambler cir-
cuit as is the comparable switch 55 in Figure 2.

By these means, the subscriber is provided with barker
sound and marquee, prior to automatic coin acknowledg-
ment. .

Asindicated previously, coin acknowledgment,using the
arrangement shown in Figure 40,is ascertained from the
character.of thé recordings on the tape 4010. The char-_
acter of the recordings is periodically analyzed and the
subscriber is not charged doubly inthe event that he may.
have. returned his receiver back to a programwhich he
previously automatically acknowledged. Thus, this ar-
rangement has the inherent feature that the subscriber-
may tune his receiver from a paid program which he. has
acknowledged, to a free program for a relatively long
time interval, and then return to the paid program which
he. previously acknowledged, without being charged
doubly. :

It is understood that the two. minute. time delay means
4001 and thirty second time delay means 4002 are shown
schematic and. these particular means, as well known in-
the art, may take many different forms. For example, the
two minute and thirty second time delays.may be ob-—
tained, using camoperated switches geared through suit~
able reduction gears, if desired,.to the shaft of the tape
driving motor 4008. - pe :

In a broad sense, the function of the marquee de-
scribed hereinbefore, is accomplished by the indicating
lamp 4006 which, although ‘not. describing the. character
of the program, signifies that a paid program is being
received.

While the particular embodiments of the present in-
yention have been shown and described,it will be obvious:
to those skilled in the art that.changes and modifications
may be made without departing from this invention in
its broader aspects and, therefore, the aim in the appended’
claims is to cover all such changes and modificationsas
fall withinthe true spirit and scope of this invention..

We-claim: . ; sat ’
-1. In a-system of. the. character described, means. at. :
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a transmitting station for transmitting both scrambled
program video for a portion of the field of a picture and
for transmitting video signals representative of a marquee
for the remainder of said picture field, means at a re-
ceiving station for selectively receiving said marquee rep-
resentative video and said scrambled video, unscrambling
means at the receiver normally ineffective for unscram-
bling the received scrambled video, means at the trans-
mitting station for transmitting coin demand information
to the receiving station, means at the receiving station
for establishing a coin demand in accordance with said
coin demand information, means at the receiver for
acknowledging said coin demand, means actuated upon
acknowledgment of said coin demand for rendering said
scrambling means effective to umscramble the program
video and to produce the unscrambled program video,
means at the receiver to visually reproduce only said
marquee video and not said program video prior to oper-
ation of said coin acknowledgment means, and means
to prevent the reproduction of said marquee video re-
sponsive to acknowledgment of said coin demand.

2. In a system of the character described, means at
a transmitting station for transmitting program sound,
sound representative of a barker, coin demand informa-
tion, scrambled program video for a portion of the field of
a picture, and video representative of a marquee for the
remaining portion of the picture, means at a receiving
station normally effective to receive said barker repre-
sentative sound, to receive said coin demand informa-
tion and set up a coin demand in accordance therewith,
and to visually reproduce only said marquee representa-
tive video, unscrambling means at the receiver normally
ineffective to unscramble said scrambled program video,
means at the receiving station for acknowledging said
coin demand, means effective after acknowledgment of
said coin demand for rendering said scrambling means
effective for reproducing said program video and said
program sound and for disabling the barker representative
sound reproducing means and for disabling said marquee
representative video reproducing means.

3. In a system of the character described, means at a
transmitting station for transmitting marquee representa-
tive video information within a portion of a picture field
and for transmitting scrambled program video within the
remainder of said picture field, means at said transmitting
station for modulating a sound carrier wave with barker
representative sound and with program sound, means
modulating said scund carrier wave with at least two
different tones, one of which is representative of the
value of the transmitted program, and the other one of
which serves as an identification of a station and time

of transmission, means normally effective at the receiving
station for reproducing both said marquee representative
video and said barker representative sound, means at
said receiver for blanking said scrambled program video
portion of a picture field, means at the receiver for estab-

lishing a coin demand in accordance with said one tone,
means at the receiver for acknowledgment of said coin
demand, unscrambling means at the receiver normally
ineffective to reproduce unscrambled program video,
means at the receiver normally ineffective to reproduce
said program sound, and means effective after coin ac-
knowledgment for disabling said marquee representative
video reproducing means and for disabling said barker
representative sound reproducing means and for rendering
effective at the receiver said means for reproducing said
program sound and for rendering effective said unscram-
bling means for reproducing unscrambled program video.

4. In a system of the character described, means at a
transmitting station for simultaneously transmitting lines
constituting two adjacent pictures, one of said pictures
comprising video representing a marquee and the other
of said pictures comprising program video, means at a
receiving station normally effective to reproduce ‘said
marquee representative video, meansat the receiving sta-
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tion normally ineffective to reproduce said program video,
means at the transmitting station for transmitting coin
demand signals to said receiving station for establishing
a coin demand at the receiving station, means at the
receiving station for establishing a coin demand in accord-
ance with said coin demand signals, means at the receiv-
ing station for acknowledging said coin demand, means
effective after acknowledgment of said coin demand for
disabling said marquee representative video reproducing
means and for rendering effective said program video
reproducing means.

5. In a receiving system of the character described
wherein there are simultaneously transmitted lines con-
stituting two adjacent pictures, one of which comprises
video representative of-a marquee and the other of which
comprises scrambled program video, a receiver for said
signals including, means normally effective to reproduce
video representative of a marquee and not said scrambled
program video, unscrambling means normally ineffective
to reproduce scrambled program video, means for estab-
lishing a coin demand, means for acknowledging said coin
demand, and means effective upon acknowledgment of
said coin demand for disabling said marquee representa-
tive video reproducing means and for rendering effective
said unscrambling means to reproduce program video.

6. In a system of the character described, means for
transmitting program sound, barker sound and coin de-
mand information on a frequency modulated wave, said
frequency modulated wave comprising sound modulation
components representative of a barker, tone signals corre-
sponding to said coin demand information, and a sub-
carrier which, in turn, is amplitude modulated by said
program sound, means at a receiving station normally
effective to reproduce said barker representative sound
and said coin demand information, means at the receiver
for establishing a coin demand in accordance with the
received coin demand information, means at the receiver
normally ineffective to reproduce said program sound, the
last mentioned means incorporating means for demodu-
lating said sub-carrier, means at the receiver for acknowl-
edging said coin demand, and means effective after
acknowledgment of said coin demand for disabling said
barker representative sound reproducing means and for
rendering effective said program sound reproducingmeans.

7. In a system of the character described for receiving
programs transmitted from a plurality of stations, with
some of such programs being “paid” programs and some
of such programs being “free” programs, a receiving sys-
tem, means for tuning said receiving system to receive
signals from any one of said plurality of stations, coin
demand means operated by characteristic signals trans-
mitted with each of said paid programs to establish a
coin demand, means for acknowledging said coin demand,
means effective upon operation of said coin acknowledg-
ment means for rendering said paid programs available
to a subscriber or user, said tuning means being tunable
to receive free programs after acknowledgment of a coin
demand, and means effective upon retuning saidtuning
means to receive a previously acknowledged paid pro-
gram, without the necessity of effecting a second coin
acknowledgment of said previously acknowledged paid
program.

8. In a subscription system of the character described
wherein signals representative of a program for which
paymentis sought together with characteristic signals are
transmitted, a receiver having means normally ineffective
to reproduce said program, coin acknowledgement means,
means including variable tuning means for receiving said
characteristic signals transmitted with said program, and
means automatically effective a predetermined timeinter-
val after reception of said characteristic signals for effect-
ingthe operationof said coin acknowledgement means,
means effective upon operation of said coinacknowledge-
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ment means for rendering the means effective to repro-
duce said paid program.

9, In a subscription television system wherein there are
transmitted video signals representative of a marquee in a
first portion of a picture field, sound signals representative
of a barker, scrambled program video signals in the re-
maining portion of a picture field, program sound and
coin demand signals, a receiver including means to re-
produce sound and video signals, means normally opera-
tive to apply said marquee representative video and barker
representative sound to said means to reproduce, means
to blank said remaining portion of said picture field on
said means to reproduce, means normally inoperative
to apply said program sound to said means to reproduce,
means responsive to said coin demandsignals to establish
a coin demand, means to acknowledge said coin demand,
means responsive to operation of said coin demand ac-
knowledging means to render said barker representative
sound and marquee representative video applying means
and said means to blank inoperative and said program
sound applying means operative, translating means oper-
ative responsive to operation of. said coin acknowledg-
ment means to unscramble and renderintelligible said
scrambled program video, and means responsive to oper-
ation of said coin acknowledgment means to apply the
output of said translating means to said means to repro-
duce videosignals.

10. In a subscription television system wherein there
are transmitted sound signals representative of barker
sound, scrambled program video, program sound, coin
demandsignals and program identification signals, a re-
ceiver including means to reproduce soundsignals, means
to reproduce video signals, means normally operative
to apply said barker representative sound to said sound
reproducing means, means to blank said scrambled pro-
gram video in said means to reproduce video signals,
means normally inoperative to apply said program sound
to said sound reproducing means, means responsive to
said coin demand signals to establish a coin demand,
means to acknowledge said coin demand, means respon-
sive to operation of said coin demand acknowledging
means to render said means to blank and said barker

representative sound applying means inoperative and said
program sound applying means operative, translating
means operative responsive tooperation of said coin °
acknowledgment means to unscramble and render intelli-
gible-said scrambled program video, means responsive to
operation of said coin acknowledgment means to apply
the output of said translating means to said means to
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reproduce video signals, and recording means responsive
to operation of said coin demand acknowledging means to
record said program identification signals.

11, In a subscription television system wherein there
are transmitted in a first part of a picture field video sig-
nals representative of a marquee, sound signals repre-
sentative of barker sound, scrambled program video in a
second part of said picture field, program sound, coin de-
mand signals and program identification signals, a re-
ceiver including means to reproduce sound signals and
video signals, means normally operative to apply said
barker representative sound and said marquee representa-
tive video to said reproducing means, means normally in-
operative to apply said program sound to said reproduc-
ing means, means responsive to said coin demand signals
to establish a coin demand, means to acknowledge said
coin demand, means responsive to operation of said coin
demand acknowledging means to render said blanking
means, said marquee representative video andsaid. barker
representative sound applying means inoperative and said
program sound applying means operative, translating
means operative responsive to operation of said coin
acknowledgment means to unscramble and render intelli-.
gible said scrambled program video, means responsive to
operation of said coin acknowledgment means to apply the
output of said translating means to said means for repro-
ducing video signals, and recording means responsive to
operation of said coin demand acknowledging means to
record said program identification signals.
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